Kony led the LRA as it terrorized Ugandans for nearly 20 years and battled the government of President Yoweri Museveni from bases in northern Uganda and neighboring countries. In recent years it has

For Hounkpe, it is necessary to wait for the courts and international organizations to rule. "Our approach cannot be yours, the conclusion cannot come before the investigations," noted the deputy prosecutor. DRC's deputy prosecutor breaks down the ICC's sluggish pace with precision (Africa News)

Satellite imagery captured on November 6 shows what could be fresh graves on the northeastern side of Ardamata cemetery. Those graves were not visible on satellite imagery recorded on November 2. bodies. He said that Arab militia stopped his group in Adikong, an Arab settlement along the border with Chad:

On November 7, a 45-year-old Massalit farmer said, Arab militiamen accompanied by Rapid Support Forces vehicles entered the house where he was sheltering in Ardamata camp. The attackers brought seven

Regional and international actors have ignored the alarms that survivors have raised for months on the risks of further atrocities in West Darfur," Osman said. "The Security Council needs to take concrete

Satellite imagery taken the first week of November shows the impact of the shelling on civilian and military infrastructure as well as looting and arson in and around the Ardamata displaced people's camp. Ongoing Human Rights Watch research and media reports indicate that they killed civilians by the thousands, burned whole neighborhoods and sites where displaced people had found refuge in El Geneina,

"An emergency law does not eliminate that risk. What the [UK] government is saying is: 'We don't care if we send people back to their death,'" she told Al Jazeera. Una Boyd, an immigration solicitor at the Committee on the Administration of Justice (CAJ), told Al Jazeera that the Rwanda plan was part of a "broader pattern of the UK government undermining and

However, the charges against Ruto, Sang and Kenyatta were later dropped due to insufficient evidence and witness interference. The United Nations estimates some 200,000 Haitians have been displaced during escalating violence, with armed gangs carrying out indiscriminate killings, kidnappings, gang rapes and torching people's

The White House did not immediately go into specifics on their promises but said it drew on previous African-led negotiations in the Kenyan capital Nairobi and a follow-up conference in the Angolan capital

During her visit, the expert will meet Government representatives, UN officials, law enforcement bodies, civil society organisations and survivors, and peacebuilding organisations. She will visit Bangui and

She will also examine the human rights concerns relating to risks of trafficking during displacement, including internal displacement and protection needs of refugees, stateless persons and migrants.

In November 2022, M23 rebels killed 171 people in Kishishe, according to the UN, mainly boys and men they accused of being militiamen. Earlier this month, M23 rebels seized the North Kivu village of Kishishe, around the historic stronghold of the Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Rwanda, created by Rwandan Hutu leaders linked to the 1994 genocide against Tutsis. Kagame frequently has demanded action against Rwandan Hutus in the neighboring country linked to the

The Niger State Police Command's spokesperson, DSP Wasiu Abiodun, could not be reached by phone. He also did not respond to a text message sent to him.
Munyemana fled to France in 1994 and continued his medical career at Villeneuve-sur-Lot Hospital until 2009 he was suspended.

The killings did not stop at physical violence. The witness claimed that Tutsi women were injected with syringes containing deadly substances in their private parts.

The witness further revealed that Munyemana, in collaboration with other sector leaders, initiated roadblocks where numerous Tutsi were targeted and killed. She alleged that Munyemana maintained a list of

In November 2022, M23 rebels killed 171 people in Kishishe, according to the UN, mainly boys and men they accused of being militiamen.

adds a robust voice to the international community's efforts to seek accountability and justice for the actions taken in the conflict. It reflects a concerted effort to ensure that international law is upheld and

The explicit mention of forensic science suggests a commitment to meticulous and scientifically grounded inquiry into the incidents, which is essential for establishing a reliable chain of evidence. This

leaving in six months. It includes a budget deal under which large sums would be transferred from the oil-rich south to the impoverished north, which is dominated by the Iranian-backed Houthis.

Meanwhile, the Israeli regime's media reported the activation of alarm sirens in Eilat due to a cruise missile launched from Yemen, Al Mayadeen reported.

Yemen: Houthis try turning Red Sea into 'crucial front line' (DW)

"We strongly condemn the act," Chief Cabinet Secretary Hirokazu Matsuno said Monday in Tokyo during a press conference, adding that there were no Japanese crew members on board.

The Bahamian-flagged cargo vessel is a pure car and truck carrier called Galaxy Leader, owned by a British company. NYK said the ship had no cargo and was heading to India from Europe. There were 25

Japan-Operated Ship Seized by Houthi Rebels Off Yemen as Part of Iran-Backed Group's Fight against Israel (The Japan News)

"There were no Israelis on the ship," it continued, adding the 25 crew members are from Ukraine, Mexico, the Philippines and Bulgaria, among other countries.

be a legitimate target for Houthi forces.

The Houthis, who control northern Yemen and its Red Sea coast, said the ship was Israeli, but Israel described it as a British-owned and Japanese-operated cargo vessel with no Israeli nationals on board.

they are now updated only infrequently as war devastation has hampered communications.

building the wall and its forts in the 3rd century A.D.; Italian fascists also left graffiti in Spain during the Spanish Civil War expressing their support for Francisco Franco and Benito Mussolini. Russian

The report also finds that officials involved in these relocation operations target children from vulnerable populations, including children with disabilities, children from low-income families, children with

and 12 other facilities in Belarus, where many undergo political and cultural re-education and military training to serve the political interests of Belarus and Russia. The report concludes that these

This is reportedly the fourth time the DTEK plant has been damaged as a result of shelling. DTEK did not reveal the exact location of the facility.

Aleksandra Skochilenko is the second anti-war activist to face criminal charges and detention for replacing price tags after Vladimir Zavyalov from Smolensk, Central Russia. In October 2022, after spending

Turkey has long been viewed as an awkward but essential partner in Germany, which is home to more than 3 million people with Turkish roots. It's a NATO ally that also is important in efforts to control the

"The defendant is accused of participating in the murder of 109 prisoners and the injuring of 108 other prisoners, all of Albanian nationality [ethnicity], on May 22, 1999 [in what is known as] the 'Dubrava

ridiculous because this was a person I had never seen before in my life."

the Serbian regime to accuse the heads of the Kosovo Liberation Army".

Markocevic and Djukic were acquitted on five counts of crimes carried out by members of the police and Mice, including the illegal arrest and detention of civilians at the Public Security Station, where

"However, the chamber assesses that the prosecution has not proved that the injury occurred because the defendant's orders were acted upon," said Gluhajic.

Stanisa Gluhajic when pronouncing the verdict.

The official statement today says that the Bank is "pleased that the Prime Minister of Ethiopia immediately acted when he learnt of the incident, ordered the immediate release of the affected staff and

During the weekly briefing given to local media today, Ambassador Meles Alem, Spokesperson of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, was asked by journalists to confirm if reports of dispute between the Bank

[...]

Andrii Cherniak, a representative of Ukraine's military intelligence (HUR), told Ukrainian media outlet Liga on Nov.14 that

November 29, 2023

November 28, 2023

DTEK "continues to do
The UN has said they are against safe zones in principle based on historic experience, but the US envoy, Linda Thomas-Greenfield, told the UN security council that the US hoped Palestinians would move to

They remain convinced that Israel is planning to funnel the people of Gaza into a small, southern section of the territory, designate it a “safe zone” and then bomb the remainder of the Gaza until

He said it was imperative that aid was allowed to reach the north of Gaza where there has been no water or food supplied since 7 November, and hospitals and health centres are unable to function.

He said if the west rejected the appeals of 2 billion people in the Middle East it would send a significant message. He added: “I don’t think the international community can afford to alienate the countries of
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Bangladeshi authorities say Pakistani soldiers, aided by local collaborators, killed 3 million people, raped 200,000 women, and forced some 10 million people to flee the country to neighboring India during

Despite Sunday’s decision by the High Court, it again remained unclear if Bangladesh Jamaat-e-Islami could continue its activities. Usually, the Ministry of Home Affairs is the entity that bans radical

“FEELING DROWNED WITH AN OXYGEN MASK ON” Celis, a 31-year-old journalist and political scientist, just completed a year away from Colombia, a forced exile that he describes in the blog he has

Myanmar is gripped by the worst escalation in violence since the military seized power in a coup almost three years ago, the UN has said, with

To some he is a whistleblower, a hero and a key part of the reason why the public now know of alleged war crimes being committed during the Australian military’s time in Afghanistan.

Much has been written about the former military lawyer, who last week pleaded guilty to three charges, including stealing commonwealth information and passing it on to journalists at the Australian

Decorated Australian soldier Roberts-Smith was found allegedly to have killed a detained prisoner and ordered the execution of another.
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“The way the incident was dealt with deeply troubled me and left me highly alert to the fact that we were asked to teach the Rules of War but that there were no penalties for those who ignored them,” he

McBride was dubbed a “war crimes whistleblower” by the media but the term only offers part of the story.

Much has been written about the former military lawyer, who last week pleaded guilty to three charges, including stealing commonwealth information and passing it on to journalists at the Australian

On Tuesday, Roberts-Smith was ordered by the court to pay the outlets’ legal costs assessed on an indemnity basis for the long-running defamation trial, which took 110 days to hear.

It must be the case, inevitably and necessarily, that the applicant commenced these proceedings and continued these proceedings knowing those imputations sued upon were in fact true,” he said.

claims.

Nine-owned titles the Sydney Morning Herald and the Age, as well as the Canberra Times, reported allegations the SAS soldier was involved in the murders of four unarmed prisoners.

2013.